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1. INTRODUCTION 
Let d be a positive integer and p be and odd prime such that (p, d) = 1 
and p 1 p(d), where cp is the Euler q function. For each n 2 - 1 let 
K,,=Q([g+~,) and K,x =U,, K,,, where [,=e 2rri’n* is a primitive m th root 
of 1 for any m > 0. Then K, is the basic Z, extension of K,. The Galois 
group Gal(K,JK,) is denoted by G,,,, and its projective limit lim G,,, is 
denoted by r,,. 
Let C, be the group of cyclotomic units in K,,,, namely 
C,= ( &c;m+Id, l-[$l+,,;a,b~Z)n (units in Km}. 
In the paper [l], it was shown that 
for any nz > n 2 - 1. In this paper we compute Tate cohomology groups 
(which we denote by H’ rather than R’) of C,: H’(G,,,, C,) in Section 2 
and ffl(G,,,, C,) in Section 3 for each m > n 2 0. Since G,,, is cyclic, all 
the other cohomology groups are isomorphic to one of these two. The 
structure of cyclotomic units when d has many distinct prime divisors is 
known to be more complicated than when d= 1. But their cohomology 
groups turn out to be as simple as one can expect (Theorem 1, 2). 
2. H°Cv~ Cm) 
Let A = Gal(K- I/Q j and D be the decomposition subgroup of A for p. 
Let k be the fixed field of D. So Gal(K- I/k = D = (0, ), where oP is the 
automorphism of KPI sending cd to j z. For simplicity, we will write N,,, 
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for the norm map from K,n to K, and N, or simply N for the norm map 
from K_, to k. For any finitely generated abelian group A, by rank A we 
mean the H-rank of A/TA, where TA is the torsion subgroup of A. 
LEMMA 1. rank NC-, = rank E,, where E, is the unit group of k. 
ProoJ In [3], Sinnott defined circular units of abelian number fields. 
Let Ck be the group of circular units of k defined there. Clearly 
NC-, < Ck. Since [Ek : C,] < co, it is enough to show [C, : NC,] <cc. 
For this we will prove that Ck/NC- r is a torsion group. Take 5 E Ck. So 
5 = NQ,L,/kn (t,,) for some cyclotomic unit 5, in Q([,), where k, = Q(C,,) n k. 
Let L = Q(id) n Q([,). Then kL = Q(id) n k(i,z) and Q(id) k(i,) = 
Q([Cd,n,), where [Lz, n] is the 1.c.m. of a’ and n. Let t = [Q(i,) : kL]. Then 
= NkLikNQ(:Cd.n,)IQ(Sd)(S*). 
Let 6=N ~-P(:ld,~,,!ePiid)(S,~). Then 6 EL is a cyclotomic unit in Q?(cJ. We have 
5’ = Nk.r!k(b’) 
= NkLjkNQCid)/kL (6) 
= NQcid,,k@) E NC- I. 
This proves Lemma 1. 
Let C:, be the subgroup of C, generated by roots of 1 in K, and 1 - [;z+Ld 
for all a such that p”+ r J a. Then C, = C_ I CL, and one can easily show 
that N,,,C:,=CL for any m>n20. Let NC--I={<~C-lIND~=l} as 
usual and let NC-r={(5~C-lIND~ is a root of 13. Obviously, 
NC--Id NC--I and fc:~,C-, for any integer b. 
LEMMA 2. For anJ> m > 0, 
Prooj For any integer a, 
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Hence 
= n ,-[‘+id E c-1 n c; c c-1 r-l CL. 
1<i<p-’ 
For the second part, take arbitrary element 6 E C-r n CL, say 
for some integers b andf(aj. Then 
#P-l)pm=N,n -,b 
= i: n No, ~ 1 N,,,( 1 - [;m+,d)f(uli 
id i 
= Vb’ No, ~ 1 (1 - c$$'"" 
a', P I a' 
for some integers b’ andf(a’). For each integer a’ (p [ a’), there is a unique 
integer a” modulo d satisfying a’ + id = a”p modulo d. Then one can easily 
check that 
No.,(l-r,,,=s 
d 
Hence dcPP ‘jP” = [5;’ n,,(( 1 - c$)/( 1 - [y))f(u’J. Since a’ = LI”JJ mod d, 
Nd(l-[a&)=NA(l-iy). Therefore 
Nd @p-l)P= 1 7 
which implies 6 E ,,, C - r. 
THEOREM 1. For any in > n 2 0 H’(G,,,, C,) = (Z/p”p”E)‘p ‘, whlv-e 
l= Ck:Ql 
{ 
if k is real 
+[k:Q] otherwise. 
ProoJ: The natural map 
C -1 + C, + CnIN,x,, Cm 
is surjective, since C, = C-r Ck and Cl, = N,,,,Ck. 
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Ker=C-,nN,,.C,,, 
= C-1 nN,>,,,,(C-,C:,,) 
= c-1 n cpyc:, 
= C~,“( c- 1 n C:,). 
Hence H’(G,,,., C,) = C r/Cc,“( C ~ I n CL) and the theorem follows 
from Lemmas 3 and 4, below, and Lemma 2. 
LEMMA .3. ,vC-, is a direct summand of C-,. 
ProoJ: By Lemma 1, rank NC-, = I- 1. Let tl, . . . . crPI be elements of 
C-, such that NA 5 r, . . . . NA tr- r and Nd( + cd) generate NC- 1. Let c’ r be 
the subgroup of C-r generated by ci, 1 diGI- 1. and NC--I. Then 
[Cl : C’L,] = [NC, : NC’,][,C-, : ,C,] = 1. 
Hence C Pl=C’,. Since rankC_,=rankNCP,+rank,.C_, and since 
rank ,,.Cr =rank NCP1, N C _ I must be a direct summand of C _ r. 
LEMMA 4. 
Proof By Lemma 3, we know that C-, = ,,,C-, @ (cl, . . . . trP 1 ). Thus 
c -1 ,vc-,0(<,,...>51-1) 
cq NC - - n-= Nc-,@ (tl, . ..) 5r-Jp’“-n -1 
Let f= #(d) and W= #(roots of 1 in K-r). Then IvC--1/C2~1 is 
annihilated by I$$ since ,,,, C ~ 1/,,, C ~ 1 is killed by w and since hr C 1 /C?; ’ 
is killed by J: Note that (ulf, p) = 1 since we are assuming p j q(d). 
A p-group NC--IIC?~lNCP,p”‘-” is killed by wJ: Therefore, it must be 
trivial. Hence 
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Remark. The above computation shows that H’(G,,,, C,) is actually 
generated by tr, . . . . tr- r. In particular, x is contained in Nm,n C,. 
3. H1iG,,,, Cm,) 
We keep all the notations of Sections 1 and 2. 
LEMMA 5. Let n <WI < s. If 6 E C, is such 
6 ENS,,C,. 
that N,,,, 6 = 1, then 
Proof: In Section 2, we proved that C,=(tl ,..., 41-1) ,vC-r. So 
cn,=c~~c~=(~l,..., tr-r),vC-rCm. Write6=&vwith~E<Scr ,..., cr-r>, 
UE NC,1 and VEC:,. Then 
1 = Nm,n 6 = ~Pn’-n~pm-“N,,,nv. 
Since u E C:, , N,,,,, v E CL. Hence 
Therefore, we have TP’“-‘r+ = 1, where 14’ = u@‘-“N~,~v E ,vC- r. This implies 
that <fen= r 1, thus 5 = 1. Hence 
~=uvE&_, CmcN,,,,C, 
by the remark at the end of Section 2. 
THEOREM 2. For any nz > n Z 0, 
ProoJ: We prove the theorem by induction on m 2 n + 1. Let nz = n + 1. 
Since the Herbrand quotient for C,, is l/p and since pH’(G,,+, C,) =0, 
HICw C,,) must be (Z/pZ)‘. Assuming the proposition for m, we will 
prove H1(G,,, C,) = (Z/p” ~ ‘7)’ when s = nz + 1. Since the inflation map 
H’(G,,,, C,G,+)= H’(G,,,, C,) 
is injective, we may identify H ‘(G,,,,, C,) with its image (we know that 
C.?- = C, [ 11). From Lemma 5, we can easily see that H’(G,,,,, C,) is in 
the image of p: Hl(G,,,, C,) 3 H’(G,,, C,). (Actually H’(G,,,, C,) = 
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PH’(G,,, C,).) Indeed for any element [S] in H’(G,,,, C,), Lemma 5 says 
that 6= N,,,c for some <EC,. And 
Since p”-‘H’(G,,,,, C,) =Q and since the Herbrand quotient is ps-“, 
H’iG,.,, C,,) must be (Z/p’-“2)‘. 
COROLLARY. H’(T,, C,) = (Q’Z,)‘, where C, = Urn C,,. 
Proof. It follows easily from H’(T,,, C,) = ~&IH’(G,,,,, C,,), where the 
limit is taken under the inflation maps. 
Remark. When d = q is a prime, we can get the same cohomology 
groups without assuming p k (p(q). For detail, refer to [2]. 
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